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' ' F e m i n i s m  h a s  s o  m a n y

interpretations. What it means for

me is simply that women, like men

are complete human being with

limitless possibilities''. 


I never thought of myself as a rebel.

A poet, a writer has a different mental

framework. One writes what one feels

strongly about. I feel strongly about

so many thing even now. But with the

passage of time on discovers certain

aspects to even old notions. (The

Hindu 6 Nov. 2005)





 Mario Vargas Liosa 


















 Civilisation of Spectacle 













 Sylvia Plath 
I  know   the  bottom, She  said,

I know it with my great tap root

 







It is  with  you  fear?  I  do  not

Fear   it    I   have   been   there.
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(Progressive) 
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 (Extended Depth of Focus) 
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